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. Creation
7hat which is called "God" did not make the world.
That which is called "God" "became" the world (and is still becoming the world)(generating, organizing, desolving
or G.O.D.).
There is no such thing as a material universal. Everything is energy, either moving or solidified, E=MC2.
Creation is referred to as the "Son" or reflection of God (the Father). The Son is the second part of the Holy Trinity.
The Father is the first part.
Creation is also called the "body" of God.
The body of God, or creation, is a SECONDARY REALITY as compared to the Father (God) consciousness-spirit,
which is the first or most prior and PRIMARY LIVING REALITY.
"Creation" is sometimes called the Mother or Universal Mother, Mysterious Mother, Mother Nature, because all
things are BORN from it.
Creation, including the human animal body and its own self-programming psychological ego, is known as a
SECONDARY REALITY, and was called a devil, satan and the liar by Jesus (John 8:44). Creation, especially the body
and sex drive, tempt the inner pure consciousness, or self awareness to experience the sensations (fruits) of the physical
body as true sources of knowledge, but are in fact false when compared to universal knowledge, also called original
knowledge, true knowledge, or intuition. This is why some ancient religions considered creation to be evil.
The Holy Trinity of God
God the "Father" is consciousness-spirit PRIOR to and TRANSCENDENTAL to creation, or OUTSIDE of creation.
God the "Son" is consciousness-spirit AS creation, and manifested AS creation, the only begotten Son of God.
The "Holy Spirit" is God, the Father IN its own creation as a living human being. The pure inner consciousnessspirit in each human being is a part of the universal consciousness-spirit of the Father, and is called the Holy Spirit or
Holy Inner Spirit.
God the Father expresses itself through us and as us.
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The ancient Taoist version of the Holy Trinity is, "Yang" as the Father (Spirit at rest).
Yin (or Yang manifested), is creation or subtle energy (Spirit in motion).
The Holy Spirit in the integration of Yin and Yang to form the "Tai-chi," which represents mankind. Spirit is
motion as a human being.
The Yin and Yang combinations make all the rest of creation and the cycles of nature.
The ancient Taoist did not use or have scientific language or even written language. So they used a "line system" to
record the first division of God. All the divisions and combinations and cycles of creation are described in the I-Ching
Book.(The I-Ching from taostar.com in Los Angeles, CA, USA is the most accurate).
Creation, the secondary reality, has an inaudible "hum" but can be perceived in deep mediation. This hum or aum or
om or subtle vibration is called the "Word of God". The WORD of God is NOT a written word or group of words.
Creation or Mother Nature has three processes it generates; it organizes, and then dissolves all things, i.e., G.O.D..
This cycle of nature is where the name of God comes from. God actually has no name, except consciousness-spiritSelf.
The first combination of forces that formed the rest of creation, as discovered by the very ancient Taoists, were
Yang over Yang, Yang over Yin, Yin over Yin, and Yin over Yang, or

These four basic forces are strong nuclear force, weak nuclear force, gravity and electromagnetism. These four
forces create a fifth element called Earth. This fifth element is a unified field. (Earth, was the word used to describe the
first materialization of God into subtle energy, subtle light (not sun light), and does not refer to the physical planet
earth). * The four basic forces form the eight manifestations of creation and is called the Ba Gua Othahedron (in
Taoism).
God formed the Earth as an idea. He quickened it; atomic energy and then matter came into being (Yin and Yang).
He coordinated Earth atoms into a solid sphere. All its molecules are held together by the will of God (universal
consciousness). When He withdraws His will, all the Earth atoms will be transformed into "energy." Atomic energy
will return to its source; consciousness, the Earth "idea" will disappear from objectivity. The substance of a dream is
held in materialization by the subconscious thought of the dreamer. When that cohesive thought is withdrawn in
wakefulness, the dream and its elements dissolve. A man closes his eyes and erects a dream creation which, on
awakening, he effortlessly dematerializes. He follows the divine archetype pattern. Similarly, when he awakens in
"cosmic consciousness," he effortlessly dematerializes the illusion of a "cosmic-dream universe."
-Yogananda
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Sri Yukteswar discovered the mathematical application of a 24,000 year equinoctial cycle to our present age. The
cycle is divided into as "ascending arc" and a "descending arc," each of 12,000 years. Within each "arc" fall four Yuga's
or ages, called "kali," "dwapara," "treta," and "Satya," corresponding to the Greek ideas of "Iron," bronze, silver and
golden ages. The last "kali yoga" or iron age of the "ascending arc" started about A.D. 500, the iron age, 1,200 years in
duration is a span of materialism; it ended about A.D. 1700. That year ushered in "dwapara yuga," a 2400 year period of
electrical and atomic "energy developments;" the age of telegraphy, radio, airplanes and other space-annihilators. The
3600 year period of "treta yoga" will start in A.D. 4100; the age will be armed by common knowledge of telepathic
communications and other time-annihilators. During the 4800 years of "satya yoga," final age in an "ascending arc," the
intelligence of man will be highly developed; he will work in harmony with the divine plan.
* THE EARTH (SUBTLE ENERGY, THE "FOUNDATION" OF ALL CREATION) WAS WITHOUT FORM AND
VOID AND DARKNESS WAS ON THE FACE OF THE DEEP.
-GENESIS 1:2



